BRAKE CONTROLLERS

P3™

PRIMUS™IQ

PRODIGY™

90160 PRIMUSTM

90195 P3

90885 PRODIGY

For 2,4,6 or 8 Electric/Hydraulic
Brakes
LCD Display w/multiple color
Digital controller
Limited Lifetime Warranty

For 2,4,6 or 8 Electric/Hydraulic
Brakes
Self-leveling proportional braking
Digital controller
Works proportionally in Reverse also!
Limited Lifetime Warranty

TM

Highly advanced, easy-to-understand, roadside diagnostics. Easy
access, “Up-Front” controls. The
original “Boost” feature allows for
different levels of customized
braking. Compact, dash-hugging
design. Unique, easy-to-use, clipmounting system. Quick disconnect
for easy storage; convenient storage
pouch included.

2014

TM

PRODIGY® is the most advanced and
intelligent approach to trailer brake
controls. PRODIGY®, requiring no
manual leveling, is a technological
breakthrough among inertia-activated
brake controls. Equipped with a selfadjusting sensing device similar to the
one used in guided-missile technology to
allow for easy, flexible installation —
from nearly horizontal to nearly vertical
— PRODIGY® constantly adjusts itself
to the position of the tow vehicle.

WIRE HARNESSES FOR P3, PRIMUS & PRODIGY
90250 PRODIGY

TM

For 2,4, or 6 electric brakes
Self-leveling proportional
braking Digital controller
Works proportionally in
Reverse also!
Limited Lifetime Warranty
Utilizing the primary sensor technology
from Prodigy®, the Primus®IQ now
includes the “Boost” feature that gives users
the ability to apply more initial trailer
braking when towing heavier trailers.You
will appreciate the digital readout depicting
a secure electrical connection, amount of
voltage delivery to the trailer brakes and
diagnostic features incorporated in the LED
display.
·Utilizes “Plug-N-Play” port for 2-plug
adapters
·Self-diagnostics features will illuminate
LED readout when issues occur

RF BRAKE CONTROLLER

Features:
Utilize for rental businesses, fleet ownerships or multiple
tow vehicles. Requires no leveling.
Remote Hand Held Unit
·No under dash wiring necessary – utilizes wireless
communication
·The original “Boost” feature allows for different levels of
customized braking
·System runs continual diagnostics and displays fault
codes in hand held unit’s display
·Plugs into standard 12-volt power accessory adapter
·5 year limited warranty
Trailer Mount (Power Module) Unit
·Utilizes standard sealed 8’ blade style 7-way connector
·Multiple mounting positions on tongue or front of trailer
·15 year limited warranty on power module
·1 year limited warranty on cord
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